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The Weatherman Walking maps are intended as a guide 
to help you walk the route. We recommend using an 
OS map of the area in conjunction with this guide. 
Routes and conditions may have changed since this 
guide was written. 

The BBC takes no responsibility for any accident or injury 
that may occur while following the route. Always wear 
appropriate clothing and footwear and check weather 
conditions before heading out.

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf 
of HMSO. © Crown copyright and database right 2009. 
All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 
100019855.
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This is an absolutely stunning walk along the 
coast at St Bride’s Bay, Pembrokeshire. There 
are some pretty steep hills and the entire 
walk is a good, long one, so come prepared.
There are stopping off points and villages 
along the way which provide good 
refreshment stops or meeting points if you 
want to shorten the route.

Derek at the h
arbour

at Little Haven

 Start: 
   Little Haven, 
   Pembrokeshire,  
   Wales, SA62 3UG. 

 Starting Ref: 
 SM 85687 12916 

 Grade: 
 Moderate.

 Distance: 
 About 15 miles 
    depending on 
    where you choose 
    to finish.

 Walk time: 
 Approx 6- 7 hours, 
    but it can be done 
    over two days.

 Parking: 
 There are car
    parks in Little   
    Haven and Solva 
   (fee paying) and at 
   several points 
   along the route.

  Travel info - 

  A ‘Puffin Shuttle’   
  runs between 
  Little Haven and 
  Solva. 
  Check local bus   
  timetables.

 Further information:
 Visit the ‘latest news’ section of the official 
    Wales Coast Path website for more 
    information and path diversions –
    https://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk
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Directions
There’s a large car park in Little 

Haven but, in the summer or on 

sunny days it gets very busy and, 

when it’s full there is very little 

alternative parking. It is, however, 

a stunning village, with pubs and 

other eateries to stock up before 

you set off. From the car park 

turn right back into the village 

and harbour front for the starting 

point of this walk. Coal was mined 

in this area for many years and 

Little Haven lies at the western-

most edge of the Pembrokeshire 

coalfield. It’s said there are still 

230 million tons of coal here 

under the ocean but it’s too 

difficult to mine. If the tide is out 

you can walk around the headland 

on the beach (check tide times to 

make sure you don’t get cut off). 

Alternatively the Wales Coast 

Path turns inland and along the 

road for less than a mile, dropping 

down into the next village along - 

Broad Haven.

BROAD
HAVEN

1
Broad Haven (SM 86068 13667)

Broad Haven is the bigger brother of Little Haven with a wide sandy beach, popular with 
holiday makers in the summer. It’s been a seaside resort since the 1800s. In 1977 the village 
was put on the map when groups of local schoolchildren spotted what appeared to be a 
‘cigar shaped’ UFO from their playground. Despite not comparing notes, the youngsters all 
reported similar sightings and the world’s media flocked to Broad Haven to see what all the 
fuss was about. No explanation has yet been found for the mysterious ‘space ship with red 
flashing light on the top’.

Broad Haven

Little Haven beach
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Druidston Hotel (SM 86288 16973)

The stone house was built around 1850 and became a hotel 
in the 1970s. It was known as a somewhat bohemian centre 
for the Arts, hosting music festivals and art exhibitions.  
It has spectacular views looking over St Bride’s Bay.

DRUIDSTON 
HOTEL

2

Directions
Walking along the front on 

either the sand or elevated 

pavement, at the end of the 

beach the path rises up onto the 

headland and here there’s about 

a two mile stretch of interesting  

cliff top passing over points 

and coves with names which 

include Black Point, Haroldston 

Bridge and Settling Nose. At 

Haroldston Chins a section 

of headland has been made 

wheelchair friendly allowing 

disabled users to drive along a 

tarmacked road and park near 

the pathway so that they can 

get the full Pembrokeshire 

headland experience. Just 

past this point the path turns a 

short way inland and continues 

along Welsh Road, passing the 

entrance to a local landmark, 

the Druidston Hotel.

North end of Broad 
Haven beach

From the headland northof Broad Haven

View looking back towards

Broad Haven
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Directions
From the winding path 
leading from Welsh Road 
there is a good view of one of 
the area’s most interesting 
houses. The ‘Teletubbies 
House’ was built in 1998 and 
won worldwide acclaim for its 
design and eco-credentials. 
From above it is camouflaged 
into the landscape via a 
grassed roof. After the 
house the path continues its 
headland walk overlooking 
Druidston Haven and the 
adjoining coves of North 
Haven and Madoc’s Haven, 
before dropping down to the 
beach at Nolton Haven.

NOLTON
HAVEN 
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‘Teletubbies House’

Nolton Haven (SM 85951 18595)

Nolton Haven was once the hub of the area’s coal mining industry. Mining went on here from  
the 15th century right up until 1905. In the nineteenth and early twentieth century coal was 
mined at two sites nearby:  Nolton Colliery and the Black Cliff Colliery at Rickets Head. And 
it was transported from the beach. Today there is a pub, large public car park with toilets 
and holiday accommodation next to the beach and the village itself is about half a mile 
inland. There is also a lifeguard station, manned during the summer season.
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Lifeguards at Nolton Haven
I met up with some of the Nolton Haven lifeguards on the beach. Sam told me what a popular and busy stretch of water this is and how easy it can 
be for people to get into trouble in the water – but a major danger is panic. He said if people just floated for a while and collected their thoughts 
or devised a plan for getting to safety, it could mean the difference between whether they made it to the shore or not. His colleagues Seth and 
Luke were practising their first aid skills and I joined in with some CPR on a dummy.  It turns out one of them, Seth Morris, is not only a lifeguard 
but also the British Junior Surf Champion and is the highest placed ever British male surfer at the World Junior Championships.  What great lads!
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Directions
From Nolton Haven the 
path goes round the beach 
and up onto the headland 
again, close to the cliff 
head. About a mile on you 
have great views of Rickets 
Head, an unusually shaped 
rock formation which juts 
out into the  sea. It was 
sculptured by a combination 
of the sea, open-cast mining 
and quarrying. This local 
coastline remained lawless 
right through to Napoleonic 
times, with everyone from the 
Normans to Elizabeth I failing 
to stamp their authority here.
Another half a mile or so on 
you drop down towards the 
southern end of  Newgale 
Sands, a stunning beach, 
more than two miles long.

Newgale beach (SM 85305 21041)

As you arrive at the sands there is a large car park on the right hand side with a café just above. 
There is also a surf school based here should you fancy having a go. Newgale’s position on the 
far western coast of Wales makes it an ideal spot for surfing with waves coming uninterrupted 
from the Atlantic Ocean. The Beach Guide describes Newgale as “possibly one of the best 
beaches in Wales”.

NEWGALE 
BEACH

4

Stream to the seaNewgale beach
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Newgale  (SM 84822 22154. Duke Of Edinburgh, A487, Newgale, Pembrokeshire, Wales, SA62 6AS.)

This stone bank isn’t a man-made sea defence, it’s the result of sea levels rising at the end of the Ice Age. But it became this 
massive  in the mid 19th century during a fierce storm and is now a constant threat to the landscape. Talks are currently 
underway about plans to build a replacement road further inland in the certain knowledge that one day this stone bank will 
be lifted up and claim the existing road and roadside properties, including the Duke of Edinburgh pub. In 2014 ancient tree 
stumps, animal footprints and an animal horn, carbon-dated to 2,500 BC were revealed during a storm which shifted the pebbles. 
Newgale also marks the boundary between English and Welsh-speaking Pembrokeshire, with the next beach north of Newgale 
being called Pen-y-Cwm. A physical example of the boundary is Brandy Brook which runs through Newgale, splitting the
English-speaking South Pembrokeshire and the Welsh-speaking North Pembrokeshire.

Directions
The coast path follows the 
road, the A487, but most 
people choose to cross over 
the massive pebble ridge 
and walk along the sand. 
However, at high tide,
the water comes right up
to the ridge.

NEWGALE

5
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Directions
At the end of the beach the 
path joins the main A487 
for a short while, crossing 
over the bridge. Freshwater 
runs under the bridge and 
this has become a home for 
otters who will need to move 
further inland as the pebble 
bank encroaches. A few 
hundred yards further up 
the path veers off to the left 
(there’s a stone marker on 
a house wall and waymark 
nearby).  It’s a steep climb 
up onto the headland with 
spectacular views from the 
top. Continue on for about 
a mile and a half and you 
reach Dinas Fach. Dinas Fach

Dinas Fach  (SM 82584 22958)

This promontory is the site of a former hilltop fort used in the Iron Age and Roman times. The 
name Dinas means hillfort - the ‘fach’ being a mutation of the Welsh ‘bach’, or small - there is a 
larger dinas (Dinas Fawr) about a mile further west.

View from the path

DINAS FACH
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Looking over Newgale 
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Ice Cream
Along this section of coast you are, at times, joined by cows grazing next to the footpath. They look pretty contented! 
From Dinas Fach there’s an alternative path inland for about quarter of a mile, leading to a new ice-cream business, opened by dairy 
farmers, The Lawrences, in 2019. The ice creams use milk produced on the farm and lots of local fruits and other produce too. Their 
speciality is the Salted Caramel using sea salt from St David’s about three miles away. I went for a vanilla-blackberry combo… delicious!

Derek with the Pointz ice cream team

Dairy cows at Pointz Castle
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Directions
Continuing along, the 
headland passes Dinas Fawn 
and around a number of 
small coves. The route takes 
you up and down for about 
two miles until you get to a 
high wooded ridge. The path 
takes you inland along this 
ridge until you turn and drop 
down into the pretty harbour 
village of Solva.

Derek and artist Raul Speek

Approaching Solva

Solva  (SM 80567 24329)

Solva lies on the north side of St Bride’s Bay, in North Pembrokeshire in the Pembrokeshire 
Coast National Park and on the Pembrokeshire Coast Path.  It’s in a deep valley at the mouth 
of the River Solva. Today it’s split in two sections – Lower  Solva, consisting of a long street 
ending at the small harbour and Upper Solva, where most of the modern development 
has happened. The village attractions include the oldest continuously used woollen mill in 
Pembrokeshire, and a gin distillery where profits are ploughed back into the community.
It’s also always been a haven for artists, including Raul Speek from Cuba, who was attracted 
by the village’s beauty and colours and who has now lived here for half his life.

Solva Harbour

SOLVA
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Directions
From the car park follow 
the coast path south back 
towards the sea for a couple 
of hundred yards and you 
will reach the harbour.

SOLVA
HARBOUR
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Derek on the harbour at Solva

Solva Harbour  (SM 80567 24329)

Solva Harbour is a good example of a ria - a flooded coastal valley or inlet. Local rocks contain fossils from the Cambrian period 
so the surrounding area is a magnet to geologists and fossil hunters. Solva has a very sheltered harbour and in the Middles Ages 
it was a leading trading centre of St Bride’s Bay. Originally there were 12 lime kilns opposite the harbour, built in the late 18th or 
early 19th centuries. Lime brought in by sea from Milford Haven was used to enrich the poor local soil. They were last used in 1900 
and today seven of them still remain. In the 19th century, Solva had around 30 registered trading ships. The fading coastal trade 
has been replaced by tourism, and the harbour is now a boating centre. This has to be one of the most stunning coastal walks in 
Wales! The views and beaches are spectacular. When I visited I joined all the surf ‘dudes’ and had a go… the water was beautifully 
warm although I think I still need a bit more practice before I look cool on a surfboard…


